The research of the issue of extremities amputation is prolific including the recent research devoted to the problems of wound healing prognosis [10], pain syndrome [5-7], amputation techniques in various modifications [1-3, 5]. However, such important issues as healing the bone-saw-line, muscle state, microcirculatory distortion shave not been given proper consideration. According to the data [9]...
97.1% of the cases presented unsatisfactory bone healing and only 10% of the cases showed the bone stump formation within 1-1.5 month after the amputation [4]. Taking into account that muscle plasty is common for amputations, it was reasonable to study the impact of muscle tension on the outcome of stump formation. The available scientific literature did not report any evidence on this issue.

**Purpose** of paper was determining the values of muscular tension at amputation plasty sustaining the optimal stump formation.

**Material and Methods.** Three series of the experiments on 41 dogs with amputation in the medium third thigh and muscular plasty with muscle tension 916-962 μH, 980-1100 μH and 650-800 μH have been carried out. The monitoring lasted 1 month and 3 months. The amputation of the right hind extremity in its medium third was performed under intravenous thiopental narcosis (25 mg per 1 kg of the weight). The perineural anesthesia with 1% Novocain solution was made into the nerve trunks, cut high with a sharp blade. The vessels were tightened with catgut. The bone was sawed aperiosteously with a hand-saw. The muscle tension at plasty was controlled by the tonomyometer. Prior to being taken out from the experiment the dogs were injected with 10000 units of heparin with physiological salt solution intravenously. After 15 min the animals were killed with rapid intravenous injection of sodium thiopental. The muscle was removed leaving a thin layer of tissue attached to the bone. An axial frontal cut 5 cm long was made on the thigh stump and after its decalcification in the 15% nitric acid solution; it was filled with celloidine / photoxylin. Cuts 15-20 μm thick were colorated by hematoxylin and eosin and with Van Gieson stain. The cuts were 90-100 μm thick.

The experiments were performed in accordance with the principles of animal human treatment highlighted in the Guidelines of the European Economic Community (86(609) EEC) and the Declaration of Helsinki on the principles of research on animals.

**Results and discussion.** The first experimental group of animals with muscular plasty presented muscle tension 916-962 μH. The monitoring lasted 1 month and included 8 animals.

According to X-ray and histotopograms the stump was cylindrical. Three of them presented a flat stump socle, another three were rounded and two specimens presented a slight splay. All the specimens had bone end-plates formed on the lower edge of the insignificant endosteal regenerate. The stump was fringed with fiber tissue at the end accompanied by the bundles of muscle fibers sewed on the cut edge during the plasty. In the soft tissue of the stump margin, the bundles of collagen fibers were set laterally in relation to the longitudinal axis. The main contours of the tubular bone and its typical structure remained unchanged. Microscopically all monitorings of the cross-cut end of the endosteal bone regenerate closing the bone marrow channel showed single bone trabeculae fringed with forming bone end-plate on the lower edge. In five cases, it was made up of mature, and in three cases of semi-mature bone tissue. In the intra-trabecula grooves of the endosteal bone formation, all specimens had connective tissue with layers of fibro-recticular – osteoblastic tissue and vessels of microcirculation that conformed to the normal diaphysis. The proximal parts of the bone marrow presented fat bone marrow with normally developed micro-vessels.

A 3-month period included 3 monitored cases. According to X-ray and histological topograms the formed stump was cylindrical. Cortical diaphysial plates were well contoured all the way. The stump end acquired a bone end-plate. Microscopically we observed an ostial-trabecular structure of the bone end-plate. It was composed of the mature bone tissue on the edge of endosteously developed bone trabeculae. Intra-trabecular grooves presented fat bone marrow with ink-filled micro-vessels similar to the normal bone vessels. The proximal part of the bone marrow channel was filled with a regular vessel network. The stumps of this series of experiments typically retain cylindrical form, quickly complete reparatory processes and normalize intraosseous circulation with the formation by the end of the 1st month after the amputation of a lateral bone end-plate with the help of endostea and tight muscular closure of the bone marrow channel. The bone marrow channel retaining its typical structure was filled with normal bone marrow tissue attached to the bone-saw line of the fully preserved cortical bone layer. Taking into account the favourable outcomes of the experiments of this series, the muscle tension 916-962 μH was considered to be optimal.

The second group (control) of animals had muscle tension 980-1100 μH. The 1-month period included 5 monitored cases. In all cases, we observed a remarkable conic stump end deformation and irregular thickening of the cortical diaphasic plate. One case presented its fracture with the occlusion of the bone marrow channel. The lower surface of the stump end showed immature bone formations with
fiber cartilage inclusions. Cortical diaphasic plate underwent resorption and showed immature bone trabeculae in this area. There was also irregular cortical diaphasic plate thickening. The proximal part alongside with focal resorption and available immature bone trabeculae showed a fracture in the cortical diaphasic plate. The foci of immature bone tissue in the diaphasic plate were located closer to the periosteum surface. The bone marrow channel was filled with friable fiber tissue with numerous ink-filled thin-walled vessels similar to sinusoids.

Three observations showed monotypic microscopy results. In the narrowed bone marrow channel of the stump butt there was a net of irregularly mature bone trabeculae. In the remarkably thickened end due to periosteal structures of not fully mature bone tissue, they diffused with the fragments of the tabula bone of the diaphasic plate. In other areas due to remarkable resorption of its edges, we observed newly formed intraosseous bone structures that reduced the diameter of the bone marrow channel at the stump end. The distal parts of the irregularly reduced cortical diaphasic plate presented periosteally and endosteously developed immature bone regenerates mixed with the fragments of tabula bone tissue of the plate itself. In the place of its thickening, there was cellular fibrous osteoblastic tissue with osteoclasts. The bone marrow channel of the stump end was filled with friable swelled fibrous tissue with plentiful tissue cysts and ink-filled thin-walled vessels of sinusoid type. In more proximal parts of the bone marrow channel, there were areas of solid fibrous tissue. In the 5th monitoring of this period, the bone structures building the margins of the malformed cone-like stump end are composed of immature newly developed bone tissue due to long lasting resorption of the cortical diaphasic plate. Its fragments are composed of tabula bone and are included into this newly formed regenerate. The conic stump end was closed by the bone tissue and in the bone marrow channel above this level there were solitary trabeculae among the fat swelled bone marrow with layers of friable fibrous tissue. The more proximal parts of the bone marrow channel contained swelled friable fibrous tissue with plentiful large tissue cysts. The thickened sponged cortical diaphasic plate at this level was composed of bone tissue of different maturity degree and remarkable restructuring signs.

The 3-month period comprised 14 cases of monitoring. According to histotopograms, the stump ends varied in form. Only in two cases, the stump resembled the one used in experiments with myodesis and muscle tension 916-962 μH, thus being relatively cylindrical. Because of previous fractures in the cortical diaphasic plate due to its irregular thinning, the stump axis deflated. In the intraosseous stump regenerate, bone trabeculae were interlaced with ink-filled vessels. The bone tissue of the forming bone end-plate is of different maturity indicating about incomplete reparatory processes. Among the bone trabeculae and fiber tissue of the stump end there are lumens of a large branch of the feeding artery. The bone marrow channel of the stump proximal part also contained swelled friable fiber tissue with the vessels of sinusoidal type. In nine specimens, the stump end was conic retaining normal longitudinal bone axis. In other three observations stump form sharply changed due to the angular axial stump end deflection and developing lateral periosteal regenerates. In two cases, the resorption of the cortical diaphasic plate and developing periosteal regenerates lead to the formation of thickened epiphyseal stump end. All microscopic observations of the conic ends found bone trabeculae in the bone marrow channel, while one observation showed its complete occlusion by the fiber tissue in the proximal area and friable fiber tissue in the distal area. Friable fiber tissue contained laminar vessels and large tissue cysts as well as ink-filled sinusoids. In the resorption area of the diaphasic plate in the bone marrow channel, the fiber tissue contained diffusely located macrophage, lymphoid and plasmatic cells. Three of these observations showed continuing massive resorption and irregular thinning of the cortical diaphasic plate which lead to its fractures.

Another three observations with irregular stump form apart from the developed large periosteal regenerate showed the formation of a new regenerate leading to the bone end deflection. There was also focal remarkable resorption of the cortical diaphasic plate all from the edge with inclusions of its mature lamellar bone tissue into the incompletely mature spongy tissue of the replacing it regenerate. The regenerate developed due to periosteal and intraosseous bone formation. There was also alteration in the cortical diaphasic plate in the proximal areas and in one case we observed its fracture. Closer to the end in the bone marrow channel a network of intraosseously developed solitary trabeculae was noted. Among the trabeculae, we detected friable fiber tissue and small areas of the fat bone marrow as well as the ink-filled branch of the feeding artery. Proximal areas of the bone marrow channel are filled with friable fiber tissue with numerous tissue cysts. The bone marrow channel of the deformed butt is occluded with solid fiber tissue. In the cases with developed end similar to the epiphyseal one, periosteal and intraosseous regenerates blend due to remarkable resorption of the cortical diaphasic plate. In the greater part of the bone marrow channel there was friable fiber tissue with numerous tissue cysts and ink-filled thin-walled
wide sinusoid-like vessels. We also detected ink-filled branches of the feeding artery. The lower part of the bone marrow channel was closed with solid fiber tissue.

The third group (control) included animals with muscle tension of 650-800 μH. The observations lasted 1 month and included 5 cases. According to X-ray and histological topograms, all cases presented a cylindrically shaped stump without developed cortical bone end-plate. One case presented deformation and sponging of the margins of the cortical end-plate, stump end dilation due to increase of the diameter of the bone marrow channel, the lower part of which was closed with fiber tissue. Proximally, the bone marrow channel is closed with intraosseous bone regenerate. Only one case showed some quantity of intraosseous sponge regenerate. Three cases showed cartilage areas on the lower edge of the intraosseous bone marrow channel, the lower part of which was closed with fiber tissue. The proximal area of the bone marrow channel contained bone trabeculae and ink-dyed spaces between trabeculae are filled with cellular fiber tissue with numerous tissue cysts. The feeding artery threw rather large branches from the bone marrow channel to the fiber tissue margining. Above the intraosseous regenerate along the bone marrow channel, there was cell-meagre friable fiber tissue with tissue cysts, sometimes rather big ones. We detected the ink-filled branches of the feeding artery and areas of ink diffusion into the friable fiber tissue due to vessel wall destruction. In one of these cases, there was a fracture of the cortical diaphysian plate. None of the cases presented a developed cortical bone end-plate. The trabeculae of the intraosseous bone formation closing the end of the bone marrow channel are composed of bone tissue of different maturity degree with irregular margins, restructurings and resorption. Through wide openings in the trabecular layer of the bone marrow channel of the stump, there came ink-filled branches of the feeding artery. In all observations, the proximal area of the bone marrow channel contained bone trabeculae and ink-dyed swelled fat bone marrow with plentiful sinusoid type vessels. The cortical diaphysial plate is sponged with signs of intense bone tissue alteration. Drawing up the conclusion of the conducted research into the impact of muscle tensions on the outcomes of bone stump formation after the amputation at diaphysis, it should be noted that such incision sharply distorts bone homeostasis. Its regeneration in the remaining bone part implies preserving its normal structure and physiology of the tubular bone. Here, it is necessary to specify the main parameters characterizing such “physiological” stump. Normal diaphysis section of the tubular bone has a cylindrical form, the walls of which are laid with cortical compact bony tissue, while the cavity of the bone marrow channel is occluded. Therefore, it is very important that after reparatory regeneration the bone stump retains its typical structure and form with quick recovery process leading to the closure of the bone marrow channel after the amputation. This closure is necessary for the recovery of intraosseous blood circulation, since its distortion leads to dystrophy of the bone tissue. This all enables to consider the typical, rationally formed bone stump of the diaphysis section of the tubular bone as the one having a cylindrical form with preserved structure of the cortical diaphysis plate and evident throughout its length bone marrow channel, as well as its fast (within 1 month) occlusion on the margin of the bone-saw with a cortical bone end-plate. The specific feature of such bone stump is the completeness of the intensive reparatory processes. The retention of the intraosseous pressure at the amputation is achieved through plastic surgery. Later, this is promoted by fast development of the cortical bone end-plate on the tissue basis.

In the experimental group, the muscle tension 916-962 μH and proper occlusion of the bone marrow channel created the conditions for the reduction of the dissected powerful intraosseous vessels that in the norm provide the adequate blood circulation for the bone. This resulted in normal (within one month after the amputation) completion of all reparatory processes, retention of the stump cylindrical form and formation of a closing cortical bone end-plate. The bone marrow channel preserved its normal structure filled with regular medullar tissues and the stability of such a stump form retained during the whole observation period. In the control experiments, the stump form in most cases differed from the normal diaphysis.

In the experiments with muscle tension 980-1100 μH, all cases showed deformation due to resorption and fractures of the cortical diaphysis stump plate; some cases showed their curvature, the stump butt being formed by the afunctional regenerate and acquiring a conic shape. There was also disruption of the intraosseous circulation. The cortical diaphysis plate recomposed and underwent partial resorption, fractures and deformed during reparatory regeneration processes. The resorption on the
periosteal surface of the cortical diaphysis plate, formation of periosteal regenerates and conic stumps were conditioned by the muscle tension created by plastic surgery. Besides this tension and connected with it formation of the periosteal regenerates, there were remarkable disruptions of medullar circulation, leading to massive resorption of the cortical diaphysis plate and sharp stump bone deformation. Some observations showed narrowing and closure of the bone marrow channel of the conic stump end all way along. In the observations in which the bone marrow channel of the conic stump was not occluded, it was closed by the bone regenerate with signs of pathological alteration, sometimes with inclusions of great vessels coming from the bone marrow channel into the surrounding soft tissues. The development of conic stump-end always occurs because of resorption and atrophy of the sawed off bone, but not its growth in the distal direction from the cut. The bone cortical end-plate was not to be detected.

In the experiments with muscle tension 650-800 μH, they were not completely attached to the bone cut thus not completely closing the bone marrow channel of the stump. In all cases, the sharp distortion of intraosseous circulation caused remarkable resorption of the sawed bone. Due to incomplete closure of the bone marrow channel, the great vessels were not narrowed, their net sharply expanding over a remarkable part of the opening into the connective tissue covering the stump butt. Therefore, it prevented the development of the complete bone end-plate. The bone marrow channel showed expanded curved branches of the feeding artery and venous sinus coming into the soft tissues. The bone marrow channel at the butt was mainly closed not by bony but fibrous tissue with soft tissue inclusions. The typical feature of the reparatory processes, similarly to the experiments with muscular tension of 980-1100 μH, was their incompleteness. In observations with both increased and reduced muscular tension as compared to the experimental group, there were immature bony structures, which appeared in connection with continuation of bone formation processes. These processes testified to pathologic alteration which continued alongside with disrupted medullar circulation. The torpid flow of reparatory processes in stump tissues, followed by resorption of the bone stock and formation of new immature bone structures, caused changes in its form and structure, acquisition of untypical for diaphysis of tubular bone signs (asymmetric axis deflection of the dissected bone, conic narrowing or bulbous thickening of the stump, shortening of the stump in comparison with its post-amputation length, due to resorption of the bone stock at the sawed end, fractures of the cortical diaphysis plate).

The terms of developing a bone cortical end-plate, the regenerate quality, intraosseous circulation and the form of the end-section of the stump are decisive factors for the stump functioning. The healing type of the sawed butt at an early stage predetermines the further stump development: either it will be optimal and within 1-3 month sit will retain the form and structure of the bony rest of the end-plate tightly occluding the bone marrow channel with regular medullar tissues and intraosseous circulation, or it will trigger pathological changes worsening the outcome of the amputation. Thus, the degree of tension of the dissected muscles at amputation plasty plays a determining role in the outcomes of the formation processes in the bone stump.

Conclusions

1. Complete (within the biological abilities of the bony tissue) formation of the bone stump is provided by the muscle tension at amputation plasty 916-962 μH. Such a stump is characterized by quick completion of reparatory processes and normalization of intraosseous circulation, development of the bone end-plate by the end of the 1st month after the amputation, due to endosteu and on the basis of muscular closure of the intramedullary cavity. The last retains its regular structure, being filled with regular intramedullary tissues. The end-plate has compact bony tissue and is attached to the sawed end of the fully preserved cortical bone layer. The stump retained such a stable form during all period of observations.

2. Muscle plasty with muscle tension 980-1100 μH in most cases leads to disruptions of intraosseous circulation, developing conic or thickened, due to periosteal regenerates, stumps with axial alterations, resorption and fractures of the cortical diaphysis plate. The formation of a conic butt is caused by remarkable resorption of the margins of the cortical diaphysial plate followed by osteogenesis at deficient replacement of the resolved bone. Reparatory processes are not traced.

3. Muscle plasty with muscle tension 650-800 μH does not allow achieving full closure of the intramedullary cavity, disrupting medullar circulation and reparatory regeneration with stump formation sharply different from diaphysis form.

The prospects of further scientific research can be devoted to the impact of bone plasty on the results of stump shaping.
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ВПЛИВ ВЕЛИЧИНИ НАТЯГУ М'ЯЗІВ ПРИ АМПУТАЦІЙНОЇ ПЛАСТИЦІ НА РЕЗУЛЬТАТИ ФОРМООБРАЗОВАННЯ КУЛЬТИ КІСТКІ

Шевчук В.І., Безсмертний Ю.О., Безсмертна Г.В., Шевчук С.В.

Поставлені три серії дослідів на 41 собаки з ампутацією в середній третині стегна і м'язової пластинки з натягом м'язів 916-962 мкН (дослідна), 980-1100 мкН і 650-800 мкН (контрольна). Термін спостереження 1 і 3 місяці. У I серії з натягом м'язів 916-962 мкН вже до місячного терміну формувалась кісткова кортикальна замикальна пластинка, нормалізувалася внутрішньокісткова строїність, зберігалася цилиндрична форма кухої кістки, структура кортикальної діафізарної пластинок і вмісту кісткового каналу. У другій серії в 17 з 19 спостережувалися куки, форма яких різко відрізнялася від форми нормального діафіза. У третій серії внаслідок недостатнього натягу м'язів відбувається неповне за-криття кістковомозкового каналу, різко порушувалась внутрішньокісткова строїність, репаративна регенерація. Досконале формування кухої кістки забезпечується натягом м'язів при ампутаційній пластинці 916-962 мкН. Такі куки притаманні відрізнялись завершення репаративних процесів і формування внутрішньокісткової строїність з утворенням вже до кінця 1 місяця після ампутації замикальної кісткових пластинок.

ВИНОВЛЕННЯ ВЕЛИЧИНИ НАТЯГУ М'ЯЗІВ ПРИ АМПУТАЦІЙНОЙ ПЛАСТИКЕ НА РЕЗУЛЬТАТИ ФОРМООБРАЗОВАНИЯ КУЛЬТИ КОСТИ

Шевчук В. И., Бессмертный Ю. А., Бессмертная Г. В., Шевчук С. В.

Поставлены три серии опытов на 41 собаке с ампутацией в средней трети бедра и мышечной пластинкой с натяжением мышц 916-962 мкН (опытная), 980-1100 мкН и 650-800 мкН (контрольная). Сроки наблюдения 1 и 3 месяца. В 1 серии с натяжением мышц 916-962 мкН уже к месячному сроку формировались костная кортикальная замыкательная пластинка, нормализовалась внутрикостная циркуляция, сохранялась цилиндрическая форма культи кости, структура кортикальной диафрагмальной пластинки и соматического костномозгового канала. Во второй серии в 17 из 19 наблюдений формировались куки, форма которых резко отличалась от формы нормального диафиза. В третьей серии вследствие недостаточного натяжения мышц происходило неполное закрытие костномозгового канала, резко нарушалась микроциркуляция и репаративная регенерация. Совершенное формирование куки кости обеспечивается натяжением мышц при ампутационной пластике 916-962 мкН. У таких культах присутствует быстрое завершение репаративных процессов и нормализация внутрикостной циркуляции с образованием уже к концу II месяца после ампутации замыкательной костной пластинки за счет эндоста, на основе мышечного перекрытия костномозгового канала. Мышечная пластинка с натяжением мышц 980-1100 мкН в большинстве случаев приводит к нарушениям внутрикостной циркуляции, формированию конусовидных или углубленных за счет первостепенных регенератов куки с изменением продольной оси, резорбцией и надломами кортикальной диафрагмальной пластинки. Мышечная пластинка с натяжением мышц 650-800 мкН не позволяет достигнуть кортикальной полости, вследствие чего нарушается внутрикостная циркуляция и репаративная регенерация.

Ключевые слова: ампутация, репаративная регенерация, м'я佐ве напружения, внутрішньокісткова строїність.
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